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Introductio n
Data acquired with the parallel geornetry can be described as a collection of common-offset gathers.
Prestack migration of such data can be conveníently considered as the repeated application of the
migration proces to all common-offset gathers . Therefore, it is possible to Create image gathers for which
each trace is the migrarion result of a single offset . Errors in the vetocity model exist if the events show
upward or downwand curvature as a function of offset in the image gathers (Deregowski, 1990) . In
contrast, data acquired witti the orthogonal geometry in land or OBC surveys do not allow the construction
of corrur► on-offset gathers . Instead, the data of an orthogonal geometry 3D survey care be described as a
collection of cross-spreads . Each cross-spread has illuminated its own little part of the subsurface that can
be unaged by migration . However, the resulting image gathers do not bear a direct reladonship witti offset,
making it considerably more difficult to diagnose and correct for vetocity errors .
The panpose of this paper is to point out the problems that have to be faced witti migration vetocity
analysis of data acquired witti geometries ether than the parallel geometry, to suggest solutions for these
problems, and to entourage researchers to take up this challenge and find tractable solutions.
The paper starts witti the inuoduction of cross-spreads, ether minimal data sets, illuminatian fold and
image fold . Then pseudo-minimal data sets are introduced as single-fold data sets, which cover the whole
survey area . Finally, tbc pseudo-minimal data sets serve as input to the vector-weighted dif&action stack
inigration proposed by Tygel et al . (1993) .
Padhi and Holley (1997) also consider many issues discussed in this paper. Their paper introduced the
concept of minimal data sets, and also discuseed approximate minimal data sets, which 1 call pseudominima] data sets .
Cross-spreads and other minimal data sets
A cross-spread is the collection of all traces that have a shotline and a netelven line in common . The total
data set of an orthogonal geometry contains as many cross-spreads as there are intersections between shot
and netelven lires . Each cross-spread is a single-fold 3D data set . Total fold in any point is made up by as
many overlapping midpoint areas of cross-spreads . To create a survey with constant total fold, it is
necessary that tilings can be made of cross-spreads witti adjacent midpoint areas : where ene cross-spread
stops, the next one takes over .
Tse cross-spread is bat one example of a minimal data set . Minimal data sets are single-fold 3D data sets
suitable for imaging that part of the subsurface, which they have illuminated (Padhi and Holley, 1997) .
Other minimal data sets are the 3D common-shot gather, the 3D common-netelven gather, and the 3D
common-offset galher witti constant azimuth (COCA galher) .
Illumination fold and image fol d
The 3D zero-offset data set is [he simplest minimal data set . it extends across the whole survey area, and
illumination of the subsurface can be easily analysed using nonmal-incidente raypaths leaving from the
interfaces . If such raypaths do not reach the surface, the corresponding part of the subsurface bas not been
iliuminated by the zero-offset data set . If the raypaths do reach the sterface, the corresponding part of tee
subsurface has been illuminated and can be imaged . Hence, each part of the subsurface is illuminated al
most onee by the zero-offset data set, and in each output point at most ene image can be constructed using
the data set .
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This reasoning can be extended to COCA gathers, which also zitend across the whole survey area . Again,
parts of the subsurface wil] be il3uminated, and can be iinaged . If there are M different overlapping COCA
gathers, each area oithe subsurface has been illumin .ated at most M tienes, i .e., the i!lumánatian fold is at
most M, and similarly, image foId is at most M .
ne situation becornes more complicated for other minimal data sets, which do not extend across the
whole survey ai-ca, such as cross-spreads and 3D common-receiver gathers . Each cross-spread has
illuminated a limited part of the subsurface only . That part can be itnaged, although incomplete images
result for points close to the edges of the illumination areas . It is possible to create single-fold coverage
across the whole survey area by making a single-fold tiling of cross-spreads witti adjacent midpoint areas .
However, the corresponding illumination areas and image areas wilt not be adjacent, except for horizontaí
events . Figure 1 shows that adjacent cross-spreads may produce partially overlapping illumination areas as
wei] as holes in the illumination .
Despite the langer complexities of minimal data sets of limited eitent, it may stilt be asswned that the
average illuminatian fold is about equal to the fold-of-coverage (= the number of overlapping midpoint
areas of the ininitnal data sets) (sec also Vermeen, 1998) . The average image fold wil] be smaller due to
the edge effects .
Imaging witti minimal data set s
In migration, the data contributing to an output point are collected by computing the diffraction traveltime
for each trace contributing to the output point . In a cross-spreád, the collection of diffraction traveltimes
forens a diffraetson traveitime surface . The image point is located where [bis surface is tangential to the
reflection traveltime surface of the cross-spread . The- image point fonns the point of stationary phase in
the Kirchhoff migration integral . The reflection tienes are converted to a depth surface in the output point .
The depth valnes that do not differ more than the length (in depth units) of the wavelet from the depth in
the image point contribute to the signal in the output point . Traces outside tffis zone of'influence (Briihl et
al ., 1996, Vermeen, 1998) should cancel Bach other . Figure 2 illustrates this proces for the cross-spread,
but -witti different figures - this description applies just as welt to asher minimal data sets . For cruearrlplitude migration each of the minimal data sets requires its own geometry correction factors to be
computed from Beyikin's .lacobian (Schleicher et al ., 1993, Veesneer, 1995) .
Pseudo-minimal data sets
There wil] be at best as many valid images as the illumination fold, which is about equal to fold-ofcoverage M . Therefore, it would be nice to have single-fold data sets, which cover the whole survey area,
but do not deviate too tnuch Erom minimal data sets . There should be M such pscaucto-minimal data secs,
each capable of providing a correct image in most output points . Then, in mast output points, M images
are available for diagnostics of the vetocity model . 1 discus two possible strategies for the construction of
pseudo-minimal data sets for the orthogonal geomehy .
lach cross-spread is a perfect minimal data set . However, it bas limited eitent, and to make things even
worse, the extent varies as function of traveltime . One way of creating pseudo-minimal data sets extending
over the whole survey area is to make single-fold tilings from adjacent cross-spreads . Fold determines the
nurnber of tilings that cao be made for a survey .
To illustrate the use of such pseudo-minimal data sets, let us consider a constant-vetocity medium witti a
single dieping reflector illuminated by four adjacent cross-spreads . Figure 3a shows the traveltime surface
across the four cross-spreads . This surface is smooth inside cach cross-spread, but shows kinks in the
contours across the cross-spread boundaries . Figure 3b shows a migratian panel for an output point
(indicated by a "+" in Figure 3b) that corresponds more or less witti the point on the reflector that hos been
illuminated by the "faun-corners point" of the geotnetry . Thé zone of influence extends across the crossspread boundaries, and shows considerable discontinuities across those boundaries . This is caused by the
large jurnp in azirnuth between adjacent cross-spreads . The large jump causes that adjacent frases, bus in
different cross-spreads, illurninate different parts of the subsurface . However, note that the cross-spreads
along the diagonals have the same shot/ receiver azimuths (modulo n) in the corners that touch, pence for
these pairs of cross-spreads-the variation is stilt smooth .
drom these observations we may conclude that each tiling should find very reliable images and zones of
influence for the smalt offsets, bus that the large offsets cannot be all that precise . How big this problem is,
has to be found out in pracrice.

The nominal fold of a geometry only applies to the deep data weiere tbc mute function would hit for larger
offsets than recorded . Only for those data the tiling can be made from adjacent (nomina]) cross-spreads .
Shallower, the effective fold is lower, and the tiling has to take that into account, leading to fewer tilings .
This phenomenon is typical for the orthogonal geomedy where for a given level all offsets contributing to
that level are represented in the minimal data set . To ensure welt-iroaged image gathers, it is essential to
take this variation in coverage into account, even though it complicates matters .
An alternative to tiling witti cross-spreads is tiling witti offsed azimuth slots . To this end each cross-spread
is split over as many offset! azimuth slots as the fold . Each offset/ azimuth slot has the size of a unit cel!
(= area enclosed by two adjacent shotlines and two adjacent receiver Tines) . The number of times the unit
ceil fits on the cross-spread in the crossline direction equals the crossline fold, in the inline direction it
equals (he inline fold . In this way a tiling across the 3D survey consists of adjacent offset/ azimuth slots of
the same kind, for instance, all top-right corners of all cross-spreads foren one such tiling . ne advantage
of this pseudo-minimal data set is that it shows no big jumps in shot/ receiver azimuth as in the crossspread tiling . A disadvantage is that there are many more edges across which the migration depth surfaces
will show kinks. The smaller the shot- and receiver Tine intervak the smaller the files and the smaller the
discontinuities across the files .
Figure 4 illustrates imaging witti are offset/ azimuth tiling . Figure 4a shows the traveltime surface and
Figure 4b the migration panel . From this we may get the feeling that offset/ azimuth slottrog is more
robust than cross-spread slottrog . An additional advantage of offset/ azimuth slottrog may be that it is
Basier to handle the shallow data (just drop the slofs that do not contribute to a certain level) .

Vector-weighted diffraction stac k
Velocity-model updating scheures are often based on the use of offset-dependent depth or time differences
in the image gathers for Bach output point . In tbc orthogonal geometry, the image gathers produced by the
pseudo-minimal data sets do not correspond to single offsets, making it difficult to apply those updating
scheures . Yet, it care be done, using the vector-weighted diffraction stack as proposed by Tygel et al .
(1993) . Tlie aim of migration with the vector-weighted diffraction stack technique is to find for Bach
reflector in Bach output point the corresponding trace in the (pseudo-) minimal data set that has illuminated
that point . In the subsets the midpoint (x, y)-coordinates are the only spatil variables that vary smoothly,
hence these are the weights to be applied . It is also possible to find the time of the event in the imaging
trace by inclusion of traveltime in the vector of weights .
From the (x, y)-coordinates of the imaging trace its offset care be reconstructed . This care be done for all
image traces in the same output point, so that the images may be sorted according to offset, and
conventional velocity-model updating techniques may be applied . Although this technique was already
published in 1993, no practical exatnples of its application have been shown as yet (as far as known to
me) . A major problem is the sensitivity oithis technique for noire . Therefore, only the stroregest events are
candidates for this analysis .
Conclusio n s
Veloci ty-mode l updati ng techniques can b enefit from a careful ch oi ce of the i nput for the image gat h ers .
Pseudo-mi n im al data sets, w hich are single-fold data sets that approximate minimal data sets as closely as
possible, have been proposed. The vector-weighted diffrac#ívn stack is suggested as a method to Eind th e
offset of th e imagi ng trace, to b e use d for vel ocity updating.
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Tig . 2 Con tour duts of d i ep i ng eien t lie r midpoint area of cross-spread : (a) reflector depth, (b) re flection travelti mes, (c) d i ETractio n travel times tb r
point on reflector at + . (d) migration panel : reflection tracelt ime s converied to depth [or ou tput po i nt al +. image point is a t the apex o f this sur face .
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Fig . 3 Sing l e-fnld i mag i ng with kling of cross-spreads . (a) truveltime surftwe acrk3ss tour adjacent cross-spreads, wntour interaal 1 00 ms, (b)
m igralion pane l for si n gl e o u tput poi n t .
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Fig . 4 Single-tuld imaging with ofFset/ azimuth slots . Shown are top-right slots witti sine I/16th of a cros-spread . Same subsurface as in Figure 3 .
(a)'I'ravcltimo surface acrn5s 4 x 16 ,lo[s . contour interva] 50 nis, (b) migrarion panel ~tred on image point tor one output point . Note the larger
number of smaller discontinuities as compared to Figure 3b .

